A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

set a goal
Graham
Acreman
PB the half
marathon!
Rachel
BeaulieuSalamido
Run the half
under 2 hours!

Julia Belanger
1. Follow my
training plan and
make sure to include cross training (injury-free
running) 2. Get
some zzz!
Kim Blakeney
My goal is to start
running again and
run a 10K race.

Marie-Helene
Boucher Keep
running 30K every
week!
Julio Castillo
Run a full
marathon.

Olivia Cimo
My running goal
is to run the Harry
Rosen Spring
Run-off 5K in
19 minutes.
Maxine Cusson
To run a
sub-2:00 half
marathon.
Marina
DiBattista
To run 5K and to
walk 5K at least
once every week.
Bruno Dionne
Run a marathon
under 3:30.

Maurice
Bonneville
Running the
Ottawa Marathon

It’s a fact: You’re more likely to stick to your goals if you declare them in public.

Melissa Doldron
My goal is to PB in
the half marathon
this spring!
Joseph Emas
Qualify and train
for my 7th Boston
Marathon!
Hannah Farrell
Run two marathons and one
half marathon in
the next year.
Benoit Granger
Run a marathon
under 3h45.
Jan Hawkins
To run my second
marathon, and
better my previous (slow) time.
Genevieve Henri
To continue my
training and
accomplish three
half marathons in
the perspective
of next year, running a full.
Valerie Hogue
I will run my first
marathon on
May 4: The Good-

life Marathon in
Toronto.
Mark Hopper
To complete 10K
in 50 minutes by
Nov. 2014.
Eva Hou
Run 10K under
an hour.

Darrell Johnson
Break into the
world of ultramarathoning by
running a 50K
— dare I say a
50-mile? — race
in 2014.
Ajay Kaushk
4-minute mile.
Craig Killin
To run a sub-1:45
half in May and a
sub-3:45
marathon in Oct.
Steve Layton
To run my first
Ultra Marathon
and a PR marathon in 2014!

Pierre Lopez
Run the Ottawa
Half Marathon
in under 1:55,
and the Army
Half Marathon in
under 1:50
Jennifer
Lounsbury
To run a spring
marathon in
under 3:45. I
Boston Qualified
last year in my
first marathon
in Abbotsford.
However as I was
within 30 seconds
of my qualifying
time I did not get
accepted for Boston 2014.
Erin MacDonald
To run at least
3 times a week,
complete 3-4
races (including
a half marathon)
and create a
blog/twitter to
document getting
back into shape
and inspire others

chart your progress
Yuri Artibise
Speed training
cycles have been
an integral part
of my training for
over a year now,
and it has made a
huge difference
in my race times,
as well as my general fitness.
Reena Basser
To date, I have
been running four
times a week —
sometimes long
runs (5 miles) and
sometimes only 2
miles. It’s time to
begin running 6
days a week.

Adelle Bemister
Success has been
… well … successful. I joined
a Monday snowshoeing group
and we are all
different fitness
levels but I have
stayed
committed to it.
Maurice Bouskela So far 2014
has been great!
After five runs I
reached 108K. In
2013, after eight
runs I had only 70.
The objective per
month is 200K,
winter or summer.

Larry Brettingham I stretched
my long run from
13K last week to
17K yesterday in
preparation for
my first race of
the year which
will be Around the
Bay 30K in Hamilton in March. Today will be crosstraining, rowing,
elliptical and a
few weights.
Chris Butz In
2013, ran two
marathons. PB
4:37; walked one,
ran nine halfs —
PB:1:37. I’m now
training 50 mile
ultra this October in New York
State.

Jacqueline
Chaine I started
my day with a little java and then
a 30-minute cycle
on the treadmill.
I’d never done a
program from the
mill just my own
simple stuff. This
program pushed
my speed and
incline! I loved it,
it beeped every
minute and challenged me with
something new.

Leanne Cooper
I ran 2-3 hours in
-16 or worse wind
chill. Brutal!

Erica Carr Asks I'm in week 2 of a 16 week program to prep for a full
marathon. My hip flares up when I run quickly. Hot yoga helps but
I'm wondering if there's anything else I can do?
Dave Emilio Replies Hip flare up is a bit vague, but as we are runners here, we can assume it is your hip flexor, a common issue and
a result of weak hips and glutes. One exercise that has had a positive effect is to lie on your side, top leg back slightly, like you are in
a running pose, and perform 3 sets of 20 leg lifts. Do both sides to
stay balanced. A good warm up is key, make sure you get in about
20-25 minutes of warm up before kicking it up. Post-run cool down
and stretching are also important factors. A long soak in a hot bath
with Epsom salts followed by some light stretching will benefit you
as well.
Jillian Carter Asks Recently my runs have been good, faster, like I
wanted. I’m also starting to run further, that's great too. Though I'm
starting to feel my shins again just like a couple months ago when I
developed bad shin splints. How can I stop them before they start?
Mike Drukarsh Replies The first thing I would look at is your shoes.
With your increased distance and speed, your issue may be resolved
simply by stepping into a new pair of kicks. If your shoes are good
start looking at spreading your runs out to give your legs a day or
two to rest and build up to your new speed and distance!
Debbie Cass Asks When it's icy, cold or very windy I run on an indoor
track that is not banked. 10K and 270 corners later, all in the same
direction, my hip and thigh from my outside leg is sore. Is there a
stretch I can do before, during or after to help?
Justin Deknatel Replies If at all possible I would suggest you reverse
direction from time to time to avoid this. Otherwise my suggestion
would be to use a treadmill for these longer indoor distances.

Keri Parker
I want to run
two marathons
in 2014!
Ron Powles
25-30 miles a
week, run 2:00
half marathon at
50 years old.
Ivy Raghubir
Run a sub-4
marathon in
Ottawa 2014
Frank Rancourt
I would like to run
the Ottawa half
marathon in less
than 2h00.
Laura
Rendle Hobbs
Run my first 5K
without doing any
walking.
Josée-Anne
Riverin To run
my first halfmarathon...
Kate Robinson
Stay committed
to a training plan
for my 30K!
Mona Rochon
Run a 5K under 40

minutes.
Michael Rose
During the colder
months — most of
my running is on
a treadmill with
a 5K run. I'd like
to increase my
running times and
distance.

Anna Maria
Scarpato Finish
Ottawa marathon
in 4:50.
Johnny Schabert
running a 3:10...
Barbara Shirley
Run my first half
marathon and be
able to keep my
training going
during the heat of
summer.

Shirley
Skorbiansky

To go under 4
hours on a marathon in Sept.
Denise Spinelli
Run a 35-mile
week.
Denise St. Jean
To run a sub-1:50
half marathon in
May at the 40th
Ottawa Race
weekend.

Shannon
Summers
Get back to
running after
being sidelined by
an injury. My goal
is to run
my fifth half
marathon in 2014.
Margarita
Surikova
Start a running
group and encourage young
people to run.
Christine Tabib
Run my first full

marathon in 4 and
a half hours.
Wendy Terro
To run faster and
enjoy the whole
race!
Stacey
Vendramin
Stretch more
often, work
through an injury
and get back to
distance running.
Bridget
Vickers
To run a half
marathon on 1:45!
Morgan Ward
To run as many
half marathons as
I can!
Christene White
Run a half marathon PB at Ottawa
Race Weekend.

Jen Wilson
To run my second
marathon — and
finish sub-four.

Sharing strides toward your goals inspires other runners.

Manuel Dion
Trying to run at
least three times
a week.
Melissa Doldron
I’m joining a
weekly run crew
to help keep me
accountable!
Michael Drukarsh I’ve made
a conscious effort
to do at least one
run a week at a
slightly slower
pace and slightly
longer distance.
Joanne Dunn Today’s run is a 10K
out in the gray
cold nastiness of
January.
Jesse Fraser
I have stuck to
my goal so far.

get help along the way
Sarah Aldous Asks I ran two half marathons in 2012 and I'm considering a marathon for summer 2014. When I read about marathon
training I am a bit put off. It sounds as though all other aspects of
life have to stop to accommodate the time needed for marathon
training. How true is this?
Eric Jacques Replies My first program required me to run three
times per week only, which worked out well for me as a newbie and
for my responsibilities as a father of two, a busy manager at work
and a small business owner. Don’t focus so much on training hard
but more on being regular; you’ll end up enjoying your training and
avoid injuries.

to get back on the
road to healthy,
active living!
Rod MacLeod
I want to get back
into running as I
used to run a lot
but have not run
much in the past
few years. My
problem is getting motivated to
do it on a regular
basis.
Veronick
Marcotte
Do less than 4
hours at Ottawa
Marathon
Erin Martin
To run a marathon, healthy!
Rochelle
Mathew Run a
fast, first half
marathon!
Jason McDonald
To run a sub 2
hour half marathon.
Marilynn Morin
Run and complete
the Ottawa 42K!

My next hope is
to gradually increase the time of
the runs.

Josh Fraser
Crushing training
so far!
Eann Hodges
Running a bit
further every day,
regardless of the
weather!

Hannah Kozlowski I ran my first
32K long run of
2014 not long ago,
and the feeling

was AMAZING.
It may seem cold
out but once you
get going, you
don’t notice. My
next step is staying injury free up
to 36K.
Chantal Labelle
I’m getting back
to the gym as of
today. Signing
back up for bootcamp classes and
I plan on doing
this until the nicer
weather comes
back to Ottawa.

Kelli-an
Lawrance After
dangerously cold

temperatures
resulted in three
consecutive days
of cancelled
runs, it was a
joy to simply get
outside again for
a short run. The
amount of clothing required was
quite amusing,
too!
Paula-Marie
Mather I read
Run Less, Run
Faster and loved
it. I’m following
their three-plustwo workouts.
There are three
key runs and a
minimum of two
cross training
workouts. I’m
starting to see my

times decrease
in my 3 key runs.
Very excited!
Amy Mirate My
accomplishment
this week was
staying on course
w/ my training
calendar, even
when it meant
running at night
after work.
Lynne Moris
Once I get back
into shape, I hope
to increase my
speed by running
5kms and 10kms
(instead of 1/2s) to
focus on this goal.

Maureen Peniuk

I have made my
run-commute a
routine — a natural way to fit in my
runs every week.
I don’t know how
I would fit in this
much running
over the short
days of winter
otherwise.

George Poitras
I have been able
to rest on designated rest days. I
use them a cross
training days. Reviewing my week
ahead on Sunday
is a great idea, I’ll
use it!

Ask us a question; we’ll find you a coach from our community.

Stephen Henstock Asks I was all excited to keep going on my walking regime last week after doing three 30-minute sessions the
prior week when I came down with a wicked cold featuring sinus
headaches. I’m better but not totally cured. Do you have any advice
about exercising so that I don’t encourage the cold to come back?
Marc Dowdell Replies Taking a break from exercising because of injury or illness is always tough. Don’t worry, you’ll get it back quickly.
If you feel up to getting your next walk in, only do what your body
will let you. If your sinus headache starts pounding, slow it down. If
your energy level is low, cut it short. Is there an indoor track you can
use? That way you can stop whenever you need to, and you won’t
have to worry about how the elements will affect your recovery.
Take your time, and you’ll be back in a groove before you know it.
Scott Johnson Asks I need to figure out the best way to train for a
full marathon.
Shirley Skorbiansky Replies You need a training plan in which each
run has a purpose. One run for speed work at lactate threshold or at
marathon pace, one long run up to 20 miles (or 22 if you’re not a first
time marathoner), a middle distance run in the middle of the week
and easy runs. Run 4, 5 or even 6 times a week, but always allow one
day for rest.
Luc Desjardins Asks I’m 62 years old and I like to run four to five time
weekly. I cover approx. 30K in those runs. I run with a heart monitor
and I’m worried at my age that my heart rate is to high. Average H/R
142 with a peak at 165. I don’t feel winded or sore after my runs. Am
I spending too much time worrying about my heart beat?
Stephen Bogardo Replies Yes — for two reasons. First, monitors tend
to spike erratically in the early stages of a hard run as the heart
responds to the abrupt stress of a start that’s too fast. Avoid that by
always warming up sufficiently. And secondly, all standard formulas
used to estimate Maximum Heart Rate (MHR) rely primarily on age
and become notoriously inaccurate when applied to older, physically fit runners. Thus, a measured Average Heart Rate that is perfectly appropriate can seem too high because it is compared with a
formula-based rate that, for 60+ runners, is invariably too low.
Elaine Domsy Asks I am currently running 4-5 days a week. I will be 58
years old this year, and started running in 2010. I am trying hard to be
a vegetarian and am experiencing severe low blood sugar crashes on
some runs. I'm looking for some tips to get me through hard runs.
Brenda Wasserman Replies Try loads of protein rich veggies, a ton
of dark greens like broccoli, spinach, and kale. Also: protein-filled
legumes like lentils and organic tofu are killer. Finally, given the
crashing, try to stick to slow release complex carbs like whole grains
and sweet potatoes.

Terri McBride Asks I want to run outside more this winter, but
brrrrrrrrrr. I need some winter running tips.
Joanne Dunn Replies I'll sometimes sleep in my running gear so that
I can get up, lace up and get out the door. I'll have my coffee made
the night before and sitting in the thermos so I can gulp down a
cup beforehand. If I write down on my calendar that I have to run X
kilometres the next day then I'm more apt to run it. That way I can
cross it off. And if those tricks don't work I'll sit and stare at pictures
of myself in previous races and I remember that glorious feeling of
crossing the finish line.

Brock Armstrong Asks Is it really important to eat before every
workout?
Ally Bird Replies Pre-run fuel is so important! A great pre-run snack
for a shorter run is a banana. But think about eating more before
long runs (my meal: oatmeal + banana).

Erane McManus Asks My short term goal is about distance — at least
25K per week. Last week, I met that goal, running 26.2K! I’m finding
this means running at least 4 times per week. I can see myself bumping up to 5. How much rest is needed in a training program?
Alex Flint Replies There’s no magic answer here, it depends on
the runner. Some people never need a rest day (run streak!) while
others need several a week (I take 3). A trick that helps me is taking
every fourth week easy, with light runs and extra rest days. Happy
training!
Penney McTaggart Cowan Asks I have had a goal of 1:45 (ideally
lower) for each of the past two years. I've come close twice: just
over 1:46. I have the same goal for 2014. I am wondering what I need
to do to finally crack the 1:45 mark.
Benjamin Errett Replies Try doing speed work! Every Sunday, work
on short, quick bursts of speed. For instance, six 800-metre dashes.
It’s the fastest way to get faster.
Sharon Paz Asks I’m new to running, so I’d like to know how to
get started. Do I need to create a schedule to keep me motivated,
and how? Running in the winter? What do I need to know? I’m
confused.
Ben Kaplan Replies Don’t worry! All you really need to do to get
started is start. Put on all your clothing and aim to get out twice this
week. That’s it. Then next week, try getting out three times. It’s not
about distance or speed, but experimenting! Have fun!

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

